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Claim 1 “requires that the sleeve be capable of moving from the [first,] closed
position to the [second,] open position in response to the piston’s exposure to
passage pressure.” EX2001, ¶22 (cited in ’708 POR 5).

1.  The “first [,closed] position is the 
initial position with respect to the 
recited sleeve movement” 
capability.  Id.
2.  UNCONTESTED: That sleeve 
movement capability is “connected 
… with that provided by the piston 
‘for moving said sleeve’ once it was 
exposed to ‘passage pressure.’”  
Id.; see also ’708 POR 6-7.

Claim Construction | Claim 1
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EX2003, 4

EX2003, 5

“Applying these meanings, the ‘first’ position is before the second position with
respect to order, necessitating that the sleeve be capable of being in the first
position before moving to the second position.” EX2001, ¶23 (cited in ’708
POR 5-6).

Claim Construction | PO: Ordinary Meaning in Context
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“[C]laim 1’s use of ‘first’ and ‘second’ to distinguish the positions of the sleeve
‘is a common patent-law convention to distinguish repeated instances of an
element or limitation.’” ’708 Reply 2 (quoting Free Motion Fitness).

“Reciting a first position and a second position ‘should not in and of itself
impose a serial or temporal limitation.’” ’708 Petition 22-23 (quoting 3M).

“But [these] holding[s are] context dependent.” ’708 SR 1-2.

Claim Construction | Petitioner: Convention out of Context
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